MINISTER OF MICRO, SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES

(Shri Narayan Rane)

(a): Ministry of MSME is implementing Micro and Small Enterprises - Cluster Development Programme (MSE-CDP). The objective of the scheme is to enhance the productivity and competitiveness of Micro and Small Enterprises (MSEs) by extending financial assistance for establishment of Common Facility Centers (CFCs) and establishment / upgradation of Industrial Areas / Estates / Flatted Factory Complex. MSE-CDP is a demand driven scheme. Under the scheme, 02 projects of Common Facility Centers and 06 Infrastructure Development (ID) projects have been developed or are functional in the State of Andhra Pradesh. Besides this, 06 projects of Common Facility Centers and 08 Infrastructure Development (ID) projects have also been approved in the State.

(b): Under MSE-CDP, the sanctioned funds of Government of India for the approved projects are released in installments for decided milestones of the project as per the guidelines of the scheme. At every stage of the project, Government of India and State Government evaluate the work execution of the projects in their Joint Inspection to ensure the functionality of the project.
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